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On April 6, 1998 Pakistan announced that it had tested a new ballistic missile, called
the Ghauri. The reports attracted considerable attention, especially in South Asia.
This report is an analysis of the limited information that has been reported about the
Ghauri test, based in part on my understanding of the North Korean Nodong missile.
To better understand what might be behind the press reports of the Ghauri test, I
have looked at whether the information given in press reports is consistent with a test
of the type reported. Since some reports have claimed that the Ghauri missile is based
on North Korean technology, I have also calculated what one would expect from a missile based on this technology and having the characteristics described in the press
reports.

DESCRIPTION

OF THE GHAURI

MISSILE

Pakistani press reports about the Ghauri flight test typically mention a maximum range of 1,500 kilometers (kIn) for the missile, but the range of the test is
usually given as 1,100 kIn with a flight time of 9 minutes and 58 seconds}
Many reports mention that the missile rose to an altitude of 350 kIn. This
appears to refer to the apogee (the point of maximum altitude) of the trajectory, which occurs midway through the missile's flight.
The total mass of the Ghauri missile is generally reported to be 16 tonnes
and the payload 700 kilograms (kg),2 although one report gives the total mass
as 15 tonnes.3 Fuel masses of both 13 and 14 tonnes have been reported.4
However, assuming the missile has one stage, a total mass of 16 tonnes and a
fuel mass of 14 tonnes would give a fuel fraction5 for the booster of 91.5 percent and a total mass of 15 tonnes and fuel mass of 13 tonnes would give a fuel
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fraction of 91 percent. These fuel fractions appear unrealistically high unless
the missile was constructed of very lightweight materials, which seems
unlikely. On the other hand, a total mass of 16 tonnes and a fuel mass of 13
tonnes would give a fuel fraction of 85 percent, which appears to be a reasonable value assuming the missile body is made of aluminum, rather than steel
(which Scuds are made of).6 Thus, for this ~alysis I assume the missile has a
total mass of 16 tonnes and a fuel mass of 13 tonnes.
The missile can reportedly be fired from a mobile launcher7 although one
report said that the test was fired from a temporary launch pad.8 There have
been numerous reports in recent years of North Korea building transportererector-launchers (TELs) for the Nodong missile, which appears to be roughly
the same size as the Ghauri, suggesting that reports of TELs for the Ghauri
may be credible.
At least one report stated that the Ghauri is three-stage, but this appears to
be a misinterpretation of Pakistani reports that "the missile will formally be
tested in three stages..."g If the missile is liquid-fueled, it very likely singlestage, as described below.

A TESTTO A RANGE OF 1,100 KILOMETERS
Press reports have given the launch site of the test either as Malute, near the
city of Jelum,10 or as near the Kahuta nuclear research lab.II Reports of several impact locations have appeared. One of these stated that the missile
landed "near Dasht, an area on the coast of Makran,"12 which would be consistent with a test of 1,100 kin from either of the launch sites.
The standard minimum-energy trajectory for a range of 1,100 kin would
give an apogee of about 300 kin and a flight time of about 9.6 minutes. However, if a missile of this range was flown on a slightly lofted trajectory, it could
still reach 1,100 kin range but with an apogee of 350 kin and a flight time of
just over 10 minutes, which would agree with the press reports.
Is a missile of this range and payload consistent with one based on Nodong
technology? The Nodong is a one-stage, liquid-fuel missile powered by four
Scud-B engines.13 My calculations show that a missile powered by four Scud
engines and having a total mass of 16 tonnes (which includes the 700 kg payload) with 13 tonnes of fuel would indeed have a maximum range of about
1,100 kIn.14
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It is interesting to note that if the payload of such a missile were reduced
from 700 to 200 kg, the range would increase to roughly 1,400kill, which is
near what is reported to be the maximum range. A payload of 200 kg might be
roughly the smallest possiblesince it could represent the structural mass of
the hose sectionwithout a warhead.
A missile of the type describedhere would have a range of 1,000km with a
one-tonnepayload and a range of about 850 km with a 1.5tonne payload.
If the massfigures reported for the Ghauri are correct,the missile appears
to be somewhat smaller than the North Korean Nodongmissile. The Nodong
mass (about 15tonnes offuel and 18.5tonnes total mass if the bodyis made of
aluminum)15 is estimated to be a couple of tonnes larger than the reported
Ghauri values. The Nodong with a similar fuel fraction (85 percent) would
give a longer range than the Ghauri for the same payload-1200 to 1250 km
for a 700-kgpayload.
Similarly, from the photos of the Ghauri launch that were released by
Pakistani television, one can get a very rough estimate of the size of the missile basedon the trucks in the background.16From this, the missile appearsto
be very roughly the samesize as, though possibly smaller than, the Nodong,
which is reported to be 15.2meters long and 1.2 meters in diameter}7
Thus, the available information appears to be consistent with a missile
that uses technologyand a configuration similar to the Nodong, but which is
somewhatsmaller than a Nodong.
Clustering simple liquid-fueled enginesis relatively straightforward. The
assumption here is that North Korea and Pakistan would have followed the
Chinese method of having a small fuel pump associatedwith each engine,
rather than the Russianmethod of using a single large pump to feed multiple
combusionchambers.The engines are fed from a single pair of oxidizer and
propellant tanks, and the missile body can be made large enough that the
tanks hold the total amount of fuel required by the four engines. One would
expect such a missile to look like the one in the television footage of the
Ghauri launch.
Could the Ghauri instead be basedon the technologyPakistan used for its
Hatf 1 and 2 missiles?The Hatf 1 and 2 are believedto be solid-fuel missiles
basedon French soundingrockets.The rocket motor for thesemissiles is much
less capablethan the Scud-Bengine. The total impulse delivered by the motor,
equal to the thrust times the burn time, is 4 to 7 times less than that of the
Scud-Bengine.ISThe Hatf 1, which has a single motor, can carry a 500 kg payload only 60-80 kill. The Hatf 2 missile, which is believedto consist of two of
these motors stackedto give a two-stagemissile, can carry a 500 kg warhead
to 260-300 km.19While in principle it might be possibleto achievethe range!
payload capability of the Ghauri by building a two-stage missile, with each
stage consisting of four or more Hatf enginesstrappedtogether, sucha configuration seems unlikely and would not be consistent with the parameters
reported for the Ghauri.
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Developinga missile with a range of 800-1000km would therefore have
led Pakistan to developor acquire a more capableengine. Over the past few
years, Pakistan may have been developinga more powerful.solid motor, possibly with help from China. It may instead have decided to switch to liquid
engines. Like North Korea, it may have decidedto use Scud-Bengines, which
are presumably available on the international market. It may also have
receivedassistanceon building a Scud-like engine from North Korea or possibly from Iran.
North Korea is reported to be developinga two-stagemissile with a range
of 1,500-2,000km that would use the Nodong as the first stage and a stage
with a single Scud engine as the secondstage. If Pakistan has used similar
technologyfor the Ghauri, it could in the same way try to master multi-staging to create a missile with a range of roughly 1,500-2,000krl;l. This could be
what is behind Pakistan's claim that it is developinga 2,000-kilometer-range
missile called the Ghaznavi.20
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A TESTTO A RANGE OF 700 KILOMETERS

It is possible that the range of the Ghauri test was considerablyshorter than
1,100 km. The majority of press reports state that impact occurred near the
city of Quetta.21Another report stated that the impact occurredin the northern part of Balochistan.22From a map it is easy to verify that such a flight
would have a range of only about 700km.
If the Ghauri trajectory covered700 km rather than 1,100km, this raises
the possibility of a different explanation of the test. In mid-1997, Pakistan
claimed to be developingan 800 kilometer-range Hatf 3 missile. An 800 kilometer-range missile on a standard trajectory would have an apogeeof about
200 km and a flight time of 8 minutes. However, if the missile trajectory was
lofted slightly to give an apogeeof 350km, which is the figure reported in the
press, my calculations show that the missile would then have a range of about
700 km and a flight time of ten minutes. Thus the figures for the apogeeand
flight time given in the press are consistentwith a flight range that is considerably shorter than 1,100 km and that agreeswith the distance betweenthe
launch and impact locations given in the majority of press reports. This possibility therefore cannotbe ruled out on these grounds.
It is interesting to note that if onehad a missile with a maximum range of
800 km for a 700 kg payload, reducingthe payload 200 kg would increasethe
maximum range to about 1,100km.
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Some Indian sources appear skeptical of the claims about the Ghauri test.
Such attitudes could well have political motivations. At least one report states
that Indian radars did not detect a test despite the fact India constantly monitors Pakistani air space, and suggests that this is evidence that no test
occurred.23 Some Pakistani commentators have apparently turned this argument around claiming that this shows the weakness of the Indian surveillance

system.
Without knowing details of the Indian radars, one cannot determine
whether or not the radars are capable of detecting the launch. However,
Indian radars have presumably been operated to search primarily for Pakistani aircraft. Despite their size, missiles have a relatively small radar crosssection (RCS) compared to aircraft because of the missile's simple shape.24
The radars may have been operated in a way that optimized their search for
aircraft, and for this reason may not have detected the smaller RCS of the
missile. However, if this is the explanation and if the radars are sufficiently
capable, India may be able to change the way it operates the radars to enable
it to detect such targets. For example, by slowing the search rate of the radars
and increasing the dwell time of the radar beam as it searches, India could
increase the sensitivity of the radar. It could compensate for the slower search
rate if necessary by adding radars. Thus it is possible that the Ghaun launch
occurred without being detected by Indian radars, but that the lack of detection arose from the way India chose to operate its radars and says little about
India's ability to detect such launches should it choose to do so.
In addition, air defense radars are said typically to be "gated" to exclude
objects moVing faster than about a kilometer per second or at altitudes higher
than 30 km, since they are configured to detect aircraft.25 If this is true of
Indian radars, the speed gate would have kept a radar more than about 200
km from the launch site from registering the Ghauri launch, since the missile
would have had a speed of greater than 1 kilometer/second by the time it
entered the radar field of view.26
Several press reports question whether Pakistan would launch an
unproven missile over populated areas without issuing an alert.27 This point
has apparently been used ~o argue either that no test actually occurred, or
that if a test did occur, the missile must have been a proven design from China
(North Korea does not have a proven missile of this range).
US intelligence apparently believes that a test did occur, although it is not
known what range the United States believes the test covered.
Moreover, US officials reportedly. believe that the Ghauri missile is liquidfueled and is based on technology obtained from North Korea.28 North Korea
is believed to have transferred "major components" according to one source,
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but the United States believes that Pakistan did not receive a whole Nodong
missile from North Korea. Thesetransfers are said to have taken place over
the past two or three years.
Indeed, the United States apparently believes the evidence of such a
transfer is strong enoughthat it is imposingsanctions against a North Korean
company (ChanggwangSinyong Corporation) and Pakistan's Khan Research
Laboratory, which is reported to have obtained missile parts from the North
Korea company.29
There have been contacts betweenPakistan and North Korea in the past,
some of which are reported to have involved missiles. For example,there are
reports of Pakistani officials visiting North Korea in 1992 to discuss the
N odongprogram and Pakistani officials are said to have been presentin North
Korea for the 1993 flight test of a Nodong. In Decemberof 1993, Pakistani
Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto spent two days in Pyongyang.These contacts
are reported to have led to cooperationon developingthe Ghauri missile.30
As noted above, Pakistan's experience with ballistic missiles has been
with solid-fuel engines. Thus, if the Ghauri missile is liquid-fueled it might
suggestsomelevel of assistancefrom abroad. Moreover,the Hatf missile are
believedto have very poor guidance,or even perhapsbe unguided. Thus guidance systemsis a secondarea in which Pakistan may have receivedtechnologyand assistance.

CONCLUSION
The information given in press reports about the Ghauri flight test are compatible with the missile being liquid fueled and using a cluster of four Scud
engines, as doesNorth Korea's Nodongmissile. However,the missile appears
to be somewhatsmaller and have a shorter range (with comparablepayload)
than the Nodong.This supports assertionsthat North Korea did not transfer a
completemissile, and may support Pakistani claims that it was an indigenous
design, albeit one that drew heavily on foreign technologyand expertise.
If Pakistan has working Scud-typeenginesthat it has either developedor
purchased, clustering these engines should not be a difficult thing to do and
would not seemto be beyondPakistan's technical capability. Ground tests of a
missile engine reported in Pakistan last year may have been of an engine it
used in the Ghauri.
However, an alternate possibility that cannot be ruled out with available
information is that Pakistan has a missile with an 800 kilometer range and
that the April 6 test was only to 700 kIn. This would be consistentwith a num-
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ber of reports of the locations of the launch and impact sites and with Pakistani claims last year that it had developedan 800 kilometer-range Hatf 3,
although apparently no test of a missile to that range has been observed.
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